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Keith Wonder Freestyle

(Check me out)

Times are getting hard, feel it in every bar.
They try to tell me, "Yo Keith you are going far"
Broke on the Boulevard, this is how Im livin
Just another reason why I'm rapping every minute. Yes
Best believe yea we making moves
Never, hit the snooze like its back to school
I'm caught up in the moment, don't know where I'm
going, I keep on record, I got something to prove.
And Lord please forgive me for this life I choose.
I know, Its been a while since I talked to you.
But you the only one thats close to me.
You the only one that knows how my life is supposed to
be.
So I'm searching for the better days, that pays better
ways than a raise on a minimum wage
And to advance the stage,
I gotta pedal to the medal to a level from a place thats
worser than the ghetto.
Imma bright young fellow, I'll get it by any means.
A slumville boy, with big city dreams,
But everything aint really what it seems
What we read in magazines and see on TV screens.
Man im here trying to do what I can.
Making all these songs, working on a plan.
Cause I just think my next move is better than your best
move and maybe in the end you'll finally understand.
When I pass up on em
Hey tell me why you sleep up on em?
You cant see all these dreams I chase,
but in the end, you want me to remember your face. 
Plano is the city, my destination town
I see a lot of fakes, when I look around
Some dirty brown workers they've been working on the
ground
I was born in Zimbabwe, but i gotta hold you down 
Damn, no mean to provoke, when they chill they
smoke, take school as a joke
And me Im just broke from my heart to my pocket
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Bet I'll be happy when Im off like a rocket.
Man Im just hoping for a miracle.
Cause some say Im so deep so lyrical
And some say Im so sick to the critical point
I like it when you feeling my joints
rather be somebody 
lose the money
Cause whats a deal when you tryna be legendary?
When you tryna be legendary
Whats a deal when you trying...........?
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